The broad-crested weir can be regarded as a zone of rapid variation of the bottom elevation that is short with respect to the characteristic length of the considered domain, and for this reason it can be conceptually modelled as a bed step. In this paper, the solution of the Riemann problem for the shallow-water equations over a bed step is exploited in order to simulate the behaviour of the broadcrested weirs, when these are present at the boundaries of the numerical domain. The issue of the multiplicity of solutions for this special Riemann problem is discussed, and rules are given in order to pick up the congruent solution among the alternatives. Finally, the proposed approach is implemented into a finite volume model for the approximate solution of one-dimensional shallowwater equations. Several numerical tests are carried out in order to demonstrate its possibilities and promising capabilities. Key words | bed step, boundary conditions, broad-crested weir, multiple solutions, Riemann problem, shallow-water equations the modelling of internal and external boundary conditions
INTRODUCTION
The quality of the results supplied by numerical models used for the simulation of flow propagation in rivers, or for the inundation assessment in floodplains, is influenced by many aspects. Among others, it is possible to call to mind a few themes on which researchers and technicians have concentrated their efforts, namely the influence of parameters calibration such as the roughness (Vidal et al. ) , the friction model used (Burguete et al. ) , the characterization of simplified flow propagation models (Cimorelli et al. ) and their numerical implementation (Cimorelli et al. ) , the modelling of geometric source terms (Castro et al. ) , and the influence of coarseness and structure of the computational meshes (Schubert et al. ) .
In the literature, particular attention has been paid to the implementation of the boundary conditions, because in practical computations the numerical domain is truncated at limits that are fixed by the modeller prior to the computations. The information that the flow could freely exchange with the external physical domain must be supplied through these boundaries, and the effects of incorrect implementations, uncertainties, or lack in the quality of physical representation, can propagate inside the numerical domain.
Many efforts have been made in order to model special conditions, such as non-reflective boundary conditions at river estuaries (Hu et al. ) , to take into account the uncertainties introduced by the use of the rating curves as boundary (Catella & Bechi ) .
In the present paper, attention is focused on structures such as Venturi flumes, broad-crested weirs, sills and sideweirs, and all those structures that can act during their life as broad-crested weirs. Check-dams and other structures used for the control of the erosion in mountain streams, or used for the protection of areas prone to debris flows (Cozzolino et al. a) , also belong to this category because they behave as flow control devices before being filled by the blocked sediment. In a similar fashion, in small run-ofriver water power plants the fixed diversion barrages can act as weirs during high flow periods. In the literature, the weir boundary condition has been often implemented considering the classical weir discharge formula (Zhao et al. ) , but this approach is rigorous only when the flow upstream is steady and subcritical, while its applicability is lost when the flow is supercritical or it is rapidly varied in space and time in proximity of the weir (Sobey ) . If the numerical model is required to work in the variable conditions that can be found during transients, including supercritical flow, blocking, impact of bores and flow reversal, a general treatment of the boundary condition is required. The application of such an approach to the finite volume schemes is the main subject of the present work. Different mathematical models have been proposed for the simulation of the flow in open channel networks.
Among others, the one-and two-dimensional shallowwater equations, and the De Saint Venant equations, have been widely used for their ability to take into account not only smoothly varying flow conditions, but also flow discontinuities such as hydraulic jumps, moving bores and the flow propagation over dry beds. In order to restrict attention on the mathematical features that characterize the problem of the weir boundary conditions, we simplify the setting of our discussion, and for this reason the propagation model considered here is the system of the one-dimensional shallow-water equations, written in conservative form
In Equation (1), the symbols have the following meaning:
u ¼ (h hu) T and f(u) ¼ (hu 0.5gh 2 þ hu 2 ) T are the vectors of the conserved variables and of the corresponding fluxes, The theoretical equation of the broad-crested weir ( Figure 1 ) can be obtained from the one-dimensional shallow-water equations. First, we observe that if the flow is steady, and the friction is negligible, a solution of Equation
(1) can be found after a space-integration between two generic cross-sections 1 and 2 where the flow is gradually varying, obtaining
In Equation (2), q h, u ð Þ¼hu is the specific discharge,
ð Þ þ z is the total head, and the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the corresponding cross-sections.
In order to find the weir equation, cross-section 1 is taken immediately upstream of the weir, while cross-section 2 corresponds to the crest of the weir. We make the additional assumptions that the flow is subcritical at cross-section 1, and that the tailwater submergence is below the modular limit (Working Group on Small Hydraulic Structures ), implying that the critical flow conditions are attained at the crest (Bélanger's principle). In this case, if a ¼ z 2 À z 1 is the height of the weir, we can define the velocity function
The velocity function of Equation (3) must be interpreted as the flow velocity immediately upstream of the broad-crested weir in steady subcritical conditions, and it can be used to obtain the following form of the classic weir equation
In the technical literature, Equation (5) Despite the fact that sudden variations of the flow characteristics are commonly associated with the conservation of momentum (Toro ), the energy conservation at bed steps seems appropriate in many cases (Mynett ), as proven by the classical treatment of the weir theory.
In Cozzolino et al. (b) , the Riemann problem for the shallow-water equations with a frictionless bed step is considered, assuming a dry bed state on the bed step. For this special problem, it is shown that multiple solutions are possible for given initial conditions, and that the multi- 
THE BED STEP SHALLOW-WATER EQUATIONS
In order to introduce the frictionless sudden bed elevation transitions into shallow-water models, we consider the solution of the bed step shallow-water equations (LeFloch & Thanh )
where the vectors are defined by
The system (Equation (6) 
When such a path is defined, it is possible to consider the generalized Rankine-Hugoniot
takes into account the effect of the non-conservative product H U ð Þ@U=@x through the discontinuities, while ξ is the propagation celerity of the discontinuities. When the bed is smooth, the classic Rankine-Hugoniot conditions
Þis null. We observe that the celerity of the discontinuity is null at bed steps because these are fixed, and then the generalized Rankine-Hugoniot conditions reduce to
The analytic solution of the Riemann problem at the dry step The classical weir equation (Equation (5)) is valid only in the hypothesis of steady flow, with subcritical flow conditions immediately upstream of the structure. Aiming at relaxing these assumptions, and in order to consider a variety of conditions that can be encountered during transients, we consider a Riemann problem where Equation (6) is solved considering the following initial conditions
Equations (6) and (10) (6) and (10) is characterized by the external states U L and U R , connected by one or more waves that separate one or more intermediate states, and we call
immediately to the left and to the right of the bed discontinuity, respectively. In order to define the solution at frictionless bed steps, we can choose from the literature one of the following implicit definitions D1, D2 or D3 for the path linking the states U 1 and U 2 .
Definition D1 for the path φ
The energy is conserved along the frictionless bed transition when the discharge through the step is not null (Alcrudo & Benkhaldoun ), and then the states U 1 and U 2 are linked by the condition expressed in Equation (2).
Definition D2 for the path φ
There is a bed elevation z M , intermediate between the elevations z 1 and z 2 , where a standing hydraulic jump is collocated (Baines & Whitehead ), and the intermediate states
The state U 1 is linked to the state U À M by the discharge and head conservation conditions
The state U 2 corresponds to critical flow conditions.
Definition D3 for the path φ
When the discharge is null, the following conditions are (b), the cited Riemann problem is solved considering different states U L , and it is shown that there are initial conditions that admit multiple solutions. In particular, if
is the Froude number related to the state U L , and a=h L is the specific height of the bed step, it is possible to draw a classification diagram (see Table 1 , and from Figure 2 it is apparent that these fields of existence may overlap partially.
For each regime, the states U 1 and U 2 can be calculated using the analytical approach summarized in Table 2, where the path definitions used are also reported, together with a brief description of the regime itself.
The numerical broad-crested weir boundary condition
When the definition D1 for the path φ is used, the assumptions made in order to establish the solution of the bed step Riemann problem (discharge and head conservation through the bed transition) are the same made in order to establish the broad-crested weir boundary condition. In this sense, the solution of the bed step Riemann problem can be considered a generalization of the broad-crested weir behaviour to general transients. In order to confirm this, we have only to show that the solution of the Riemann problem defined by Equations (6) and (10) is congruent with the weir boundary condition when the flow is stationary.
Aiming at this, we observe that if h L and u L are linked by Equation (3), the flow conditions corresponding to the 
and then there is cavitation at the bed step.
R-III (1) D1
Find h 1 and u 1 solving the system
The flow with À2 < F L < 0 passes over the step.
The same as for regime R-III.
The flow with 0 F L < 1 moves with head greater than that strictly sufficient to pass over the step.
The flow with F L ! 1 moves with head greater than that strictly sufficient to pass over the step.
Find h 2 selecting the supercritical flow solution of
The flow with F L > 0 moves with head minor than that strictly sufficient to pass over the step.
Calculate
The flow with F L ! 1 produces a hydraulic jump along the bed transition.
(1): The function f (a, h1) is defined by Equation (3).
state U L are those found immediately upstream of the weir in subcritical stationary conditions. In this case, the point (F L , a/h L ) lies on the arc AB of the curve BAMC in Figure 2 , and the arc AB is the boundary between the fields of existence of the regimes R-IV and R-VII. From an inspection of Table 2 it is clear that both regimes R-IV and R-VII supply h 1 ¼ h L and (6) and (10) 
DESCRIPTION OF THE NUMERICAL MODEL
The analytical solution of the Riemann problem for the broad-crested weir is implemented as a boundary condition option into the first-order finite volume scheme for the approximate solution of the shallow-water equations, derived from the third-order spectral volume model described in Cozzolino et al. () . The one-dimensional physical domain is partitioned into NV non-overlapping control volumes, and the shallow-water equations are integrated in each control volume, obtaining the following set of ordinary differential equations:
where Δx i is the length of the generic finite volume C i , respectively. In Equation (11),
the vector of numerical fluxes through the interface i þ 1/2 between the cells C i and C iþ1, while 
is defined as the sum of the interface contributions s b þ iÀ1=2 and s À b iþ1=2 , and is calculated following the approach by Audusse et al. () . While the hyperbolic part of Equation (11) is solved by means of the explicit Euler algorithm, the implicit Euler step is used in order to evaluate the friction terms.
Implementation of the broad-crested weir boundary condition
In order to show how the solution of the broad-crested weir Riemann problem can be used to impose the weir boundary condition, we hypothesize that a broad-crested weir with height a is present at the right boundary of the one-dimensional domain. In this case, U L coincides with the state in the right end control volume of the numerical domain, and we make the positions h L ¼ h NV and u L ¼ hu NV =h NV .
After the calculation of the quantities F L and a/h L , the corresponding regime for the Riemann problem of Equations (6) and (10) is individuated from the classification diagram ( Figure 2) , and this allows the calculation of the states U 1 and U 2 immediately to the left and to the right of the bed discontinuity, respectively, using the analytical approaches reported in Table 2 . When multiple solutions are possible, the disambiguation criteria contained in the preceding section are used.
Once U 1 and U 2 are known, we derive from Equation (9) the following numerical flux and geometric source term that are imposed at the end interface of the numerical domain in Equation (11):
A naive broad-crested weir boundary condition 
NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
In this section, the numerical method proposed is used to reproduce the results of a laboratory experiment characterized by highly variable conditions, in order to verify its applicability to realistic applications. Other simplified tests are used to highlight the differences between the procedure proposed and the naive algorithm described in the preceding section.
CADAM test
The results of the numerical model are compared with the experimental data of a laboratory dam-break (Hiver ). gauges (G2, G4, G8, G10, G11, G13, G14, G15, G20) were installed at different distances from the gate (see Table 3 ), in order to measure the water depth variations during the transient caused by the dam failure: in particular, gauges from G2 to G11 were collocated to the left of the triangular sill top, while the gauge G13 was collocated at the sill top, and the gauges from G14 to G20 were collocated to the right (Figure 3 ). After the gate removal at t ¼ 0 s, the toe of The gauges G15 and G20 are collocated in the pool at a short distance from the end weir, and are characterized by complicated water depth patterns, due to the interaction between the waves overtopping the triangular sill and the and numerical results (continuous line) for gauges G14, G15 and G20 (water depth). indirectly confirming the applicability of the proposed procedure to the treatment of the weir boundary condition.
In order to appreciate the intrinsic difficulty to implement correctly a boundary condition able to reproduce the weir behaviour during transients, it is instructive to inspect the results supplied for the same study case by other authors (gauge G20 of Figure 14 This will be apparent in the following numerical tests.
Supercritical flows over a sill
The proposed numerical method is tested with reference to the passage of a supercritical flow over a sill where the energy is conserved. This condition is not a mere mathematical curiosity, even for very high Froude numbers, being instead a phenomenon to be considered in many circum- obstacles, sills and other control structures, and the propagation of flood waves in mountain streams as well.
In this numerical experiment, we consider a channel L ¼ The methodology proposed, which generalizes the nonsubmerged broad-crested weir formula to transient flow conditions, has been verified using the results of a dam-break laboratory experiment, confirming its ability to reproduce the expected flow behaviour during transients. In order to highlight the merits of the procedure, an exhaustive evaluation has been accomplished comparing its results with those supplied by a naive boundary condition based on the direct use of the weir formula. When the solution is characterized by subcritical flow conditions upstream of the weir, the complete procedure and the naive boundary condition converge to the same solution during a grid refinement process, but the complete procedure supplies more satisfactory results on coarse grids. Moreover, the procedure based on the analytic solution of the weir Riemann problem is able to tackle the case of a supercritical flow that remains supercritical when passing over the broad-crested weir, while the naive boundary conditions cannot discriminate this condition.
In conclusion, the procedure based on the solution of a Riemann problem has a wider application than those based on the direct use of the weir formula, because it incorporates more physical situations, and its results are less sensitive to the grid density. Despite a nontrivial mathematical background, the presented methodology is recommended because it is easy to implement, its computational burden is negligible, and its application is not inhibited by a complicated and scarcely robust numerical machinery.
